Deutsch lernen mit System: Grundstufe, A1.2 und A2.1

Wortschatztrainer — Deutsch/Englisch
Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Lektion 34.1:

earliest

to introduce

to come in

Pleased to meet you!

to save

to meet someone

for that reason

to sit down

Welcome!

Wait a moment!

actor

It’s almost 4 o’clock.

immediately

latest

soon

to leave, to depart
to know

Englisch

to be very important
Lektion 34.3:

professional

to stroll through town

banker

to buy clothes

customer (female)

therefore

for that reason, therefore

gift

to prefer

boutique

by the way

summer jacket

compliment

The jacket suits Frank.

of course

perfumed candle

okay, alright

soon

size

appointment

seem

acquaintance

friendly

very punctual

nice

a little earlier
a little later

intelligent
humour
interest
goal, aim
happy, glad
perhaps
around 1 o‘clock
first / at first
then / afterwards
wine bar
That’s ok.
Have fun!
Lektion 34.2:

Lektion 35:

Whom?
cat
roof
door
ending
there is
if / when
the couple
to spend the night
usually, normally
to have a lot of things

registration

graduation

to submit

immediately
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Deutsch

Englisch
to start with
coat

Deutsch

Englisch
to rent

Lektion 36.2:

The sun is shining.

underwear

the whole day

cabinet

to finish a job

drawer

in the summer

to hang

occassionally

cabinet

farm

vase

cozy, comfortable

parents

to sit together

before (in the past)

to pick up

from now on

to clean up

unfortunately

exhausting

to be broken, not working

exhibition

customer (dative)
move, relocation

next week

car, vehicle

to barbecue

traffic signal

in the garden

in my place

Lektion 36.1:

in principal, basically

Lektion 37.1:

by accident

during weekdays

to know the directions
to the city hall

to clean, wash, rinse
dishes

to explain

to leave, to depart

right

to get on

left

classmate

straight (ahead)

daily routine

hall

(bus) stop

to turn

subsequently

intersection, junction

to take (time)

pharmacy

on average

on the right side

two hours and a half

to stop

occasionally

(yard) entrance

to go out

to need

someone

food

adult education center

breakfast

in the future

unfortunately

English skills

the day after tomorrow

to leave, to depart

weather

other cities

to pick up

(like) best

a shop

There’s a lot going on in
Berlin.

open
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Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Englisch

to stay

snow

likely

it is snowing

a cold

sailing

fever

mountaineering

head cold

storm

cough

it is stormy

throat

The sun is shining.

to hurt

It is sunny.

head

wind

slight ache

It is windy.

to hope

face

influenza

climbing

to go to see a doctor

leg

changeable, alternating

figure skating

It’s hot.

knee

It’s humid.

migraine

There’s thunder and
lightning.

Lektion 37.2:

to do household chores

often, frequently

to do something

suddenly

How often ... ?

again

which

It’s chilly.

disease, illness

rain

assume

currently

symptom

It’s warm.

currently, now
kind of sport

pleasant
It’s 25 degrees.
lately
close to
physical exercise
exhausting
good for
figure
to become
surely
to report on
See you soon!
expression
term, expression
arm
(horseback) riding
back (anat.)

Lektion 38.1:

flower shop, florist
shop
drycleaner
bakery
company
airport
bank
stationery
shop
office
journey
travel agency
butcher shop
library
book shop
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Deutsch

Englisch
train station

Deutsch

Englisch

Lektion 39.2:

object

city hall

movement, motion

authority
pharmacy

mountain

just (now)

situation, condition

a walk

unconscious

to submit

awake

trousers

to fall asleep

to clean

to wake up

lecture

to fall (down)

to change

to occur

stamp

to hike

to bring, to get, to pick up

to die

exhibition

to fly

to have dinner

to move

drugs, medicaments

to speed

to get (something)

helicopter

dictionary

hospital

notebook

above, on top

folder

down

bun

peak

to return

descent, departure

flower

Let’s say ...

to book

slow

to pick up

I don’t know that
anymore.

to go to the mountains

Lektion 38.2:

to apply for

to faint

residence permit

skiing resort

visa

dangerous

ticket

careful

clothes

avalanche

in reality

some people

the day after tomorrow

to perish

Lektion 39.1:

perfect tense
laundry
to wash
bill
apartment
pub
power, strength
training, exercise
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Lektion 39.3:

afterwards,
subsequently
careless
package
to take place
seminar
to open (something)

Deutsch

Englisch
previously

Deutsch

Englisch
grammar

basement

successful

sparkling wine

healthy, sane

(the) last time

extreme(ly)

Lektion 39.4:

spicy

to spend (time)

delicious

to use

soon after

to make career

diarrhea

correspondence course

to examine someone

cow

to have a stomach-ache

pig

severe

horse

quite

sheep

constantly, always

chicken

Everything’s ok.

a short trip
with whom?

to be unhappy,
dissatisfied

means of transportation

not yet, never before

to spend the night
to pack up a shirt

hiking
Lektion 41.1:

to pack the suitcase

to invent a story

to put something into
the hand luggage

a wonderful island

We had a lot of fun.

Lektion 40.1:

to have sth on

past tense
in fact, really

picnic basket
Lektion 41.2:

Lektion 40.2:

to fill in, to complete

bad luck

to understand

luck

to earn

accident

to rent

difficulty

to apply for

influenza

to need

permission

to search, look for

argument, fight

to shower

to be in the mood for ...

to please someone

visit

to call

success

to start

effect

to tell

hunger

to participate

fear

to marry

pain, ache
thirst

to take a bath
Lektion 42.1-2:

to go out

vocabulary

in the beginning

to mean
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Deutsch

Englisch
expression

Deutsch

Englisch
ambulance

I’m sorry.

shadow

to recommend

history, story

to spend (time)

bad

to leave, to depart

otherwise

to bleed

waterfall, cascade

to call, shout

to some degree

to toast to

bad luck; calamity

currently, at the
moment

cure, healing

to be honest

quick

afterwards

to sit

to match

to heal

in general

possible
unemployed

to be healed
Lektion 42.3-4:

financial

I’m not that fine.

at first

my left arm

actually, in fact

to go to work

optimistic

Cheers!

position (job)

currently, now

job interview

usually

Sounds exciting!

to do something

a hut
beach
boat
just
after a while
excursion, trip
far away
outside, out of
not anymore
boring
motorcycle
luckily
curve
arm
face
wound
the way back
leg
head
injury
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Lektion 43.1:

for
without
against, versus
by, through
(in order) to
something
to do
exam(ination)
polite
to love
of course, naturally
building
to own, to possess
to sell
to get up
to wake someone up
retirement home
lonely
Take a look!

Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

castle
to visit
button

Englisch
to sympathise with
somebody

Lektion 44.1:

furniture shop

to press

kitchen

to work, to function

to order

ready, done

exhibition

I have finished
everything.

elegant
suit

Lektion 43.2:

to repeat, to revise

to wear

form

appointment

over the weekend

to agree on

advice

workshop

divorce

mechanic

to stress someone out

to repair, to mend

to taste; to like (food)

(ship) cruise

to miss

too late

to match with, suit

to miss

other interests

to invite someone for a
beer

to borrow

takeaway

passport

sausage flavoured with
curry powder

reception
to submit

I myself

to reach a goal

(train, bus) stop

to explain

to change

broken

car repair shop

to repair
finally
to show
childish
to behave
to laugh
studies
to graduate
to congratulate

to take the wrong train
Lektion 44.2:

currently
to be on a business trip
household
to finish
alternatively
hunger

There’s no more wine.

reluctantly (not to like
sth. very much)

alone

stomache ache

egotist

half-day

to suit someone

cozy, comfortable

to like sth.

awake

excellent

thirst

to order

It is nothing serious.
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Deutsch

Englisch
to have a lot of stress

Lektion 45.1:

ordinal number
ground floor
on the 5th floor
New Year
Christmas
Easter
present tense
past tense; past
dentist
hair-dresser
perhaps
driving permit
examination
next year
date
Lektion 45.2:

preparation
to be off
the first time
foreign countries
exercise
to start
my current mobile
phone

Deutsch

Englisch
exhausting
occupied, busy
unemployed
loose
courageous
dirty
sad
careless
wet
bright
terrible
fearful
ugly
calm, quiet
low
happy, glad
simple
attractive
unpleasant
early
laid-back, relaxed
fat; thick
sure, certain; safe
strict
heavy

night

white

to do something all
night long

wide, large

the last time

clean

to take (time)

difficult

once again

slow

Lektion 46:

dishonest
pessimistic
thin / slim
dark
few; a little
far away
huge
dangerous
nice/friendly
discontent, unhappy
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nervous

relaxing
sick, ill
silly
hot
boring
black
easy; light
optimistic
close
healthy; sane

Deutsch

Englisch
old-fashioned

Deutsch

Englisch
influenza

high

fear

narrow

hardly

dry

rain

pleasant

accident

generous

(school) exercise

avaricious, stingy

answer

free

to greet

engaged, occupied

forest, woods

tiny

goldfish

there are a couple of
possibilities

dead
Lektion 47.1:

weigh (in)

comparative form

to lie

superlative form

to tell the truth

to compare

driving permit

pork roast

examination

favourite dish

to pass

from now on

to turn down the music

clock, watch
to go out

50 meters away from ...
discount store

Lektion 47.2:

comfortable

to recharge a battery

awake

at least

course listing

quite

to decide

not to close an eye

the healthiest

sweatsuit

to register, to sign up

in this area/region/
neighbourhood

to have an appointment

it doesn’t rain a lot

hair-dresser

at (the) most

adult education center

to earn well

continuing education

always

to attend a course

TV news

professional career

snow
light
truth
Everything will be fine.
shark
church
punctual
to understand
nothing

Lektion 48.1:

sea
to lay
to sit (down)
to place something in
an upright position
drawer
oven
bank counter
to change
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Deutsch

Englisch
shelf

Englisch
dish washer

company

flower vase

central train station

Deutsch

Lektion 48.3:

light switch

wall

item, object

window

thereupon

right
left

the wristwatch

It’s written in the
newspaper

untidy, in disorder
to be clean

train

to miss (had missed)

drunken

the gold chain

a drunk

to stop by, to drop in for
a short visit

floor

the reason you want to
talk

insert
to be away/gone

the wedding

key

Christmas

previously

particularly good

Lektion 48.2:

desktop
dustbin

something important
Lektion 49:

to wear a watch

living room

bicycle

(small) cabinet

to use

floor lamp

to wash one's hair

armchair

constantly

sofa / couch

daily

plant

broken

TV set

Is that possible?

stool

secretly

refrigerator

my own friend

dustbin

That belongs to me.

fruits

wedding ring

carpet, rug

never

washing machine

content, happy

cupboard

calculator

sink

perfume

stove
curtain, drapes
to be tidy

car, vehicle
Lektion 50:

question word

dishes

pronoun

to clean up

shower gel

to put sth. (into
somewhere)

to smell
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over there

Deutsch

Englisch

Deutsch

Englisch

shirt

advisor

like (you like)

strategy

to find

marketing

next to

raise in salary

match with

amount

article

affair

airplane

suspicion

wrist watch

a suspect

chic

guilt

dress

weekly (magazine)

of course!

nurse

Lektion 51:

to recommend

patient
Lektion 52:

to offer

to flirt

to give (as gift)

to throw, thrust

to send

to miss

to betray

to repeat

to wish

to prohibit

to suggest

to pack

to promise

to advise

to transfer (money)

to celebrate, to party

to forgive

to run

caretaker, male nurse

to reach

to deliver

to wear, to carry

to prove

to borrow

to borrow

to press

flower bouquet

to sign

company

to print

colleague, coworker

to choose, to select

salary

to lose

pedestrian

to win

way, path

it is raining

coupon

to watch

animal feed

to greet

electronic

to separate

employee

to allow, to permit

competition

to move

secret

to visit, tour, view

company secret

to connect

device, appliance

to get to know, to meet

successor (female)

to fall

success

to do
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Deutsch

Englisch
to agree on

Deutsch

to laugh

Englisch
unlimited
the contract of
employment

to mean
to spend the night

to enjoy (enjoyed)

to connect, to link

be pleased

but

the organization

but (opposition)

to separate

because, as

punctual

or

to be late

to plan to marry

the distance

to build a house

jam, traffic jam

island

the construction

island in Spain

the road accident

island in Germany

the tram

unbelievable

barely, a little

stingy (1 generous)

on foot

reason

5 minutes walk

consequence

to be willing to

hot springs

to have informed

before, in the past

by telephone

to enjoy

by e-mail

similar
to sleep in, to sleep late

the Spree is a river that
flows through Berlin

mess

neither … nor …

to try

arrival, journey to a
destination

the job

Lektion 53:

to lie
to dare
to move
small tart
Lektion 54:

there are a lot of new
things
to report
la graduation
practice
complete
the environment
be arrogant
to hurry
finish work
to apply for (applied)
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Lektion 55.1:

reflexive verbs
reciprocal verbs
each other / one
another
one another
to scratch
to make up
to comb
to rest
to relax
to recover
to hurry
to hide
to be happy/glad
to be interested in

Deutsch

Englisch
to introduce oneself

Deutsch

Englisch
often, frequently

to look at oneself

pressure

to communicate, speak

to react to

to argue

critique

to shake hands

lately

to meet each other

symptom

to embrace each other

sign, symptom

to agree

burn-out syndrome

Lektion 55.2-3:

exact

mirror

diagnosis

exhausted

blood

sweaty

to examine

skin

body

dry

physical

diving vacation

reason, cause

beard

to exclude

grow

subsequently

to itch

blood test

all the time

reception

engaged

health

differ

regular sleep

far
to run late

movement, physical
exercise

the train will depart
soon

to plan
tasks

Lektion 56:

to feel (...)
getting up
something is hard to do
to focus on
to have pain, discomfort
relative
the back
pain, ache
overly
regularly
to work overtime
rather less
at most, at the most
almost have no time at
all for something
to be honest
to wake up

advice
Lektion 57:

subjunctive
desire, wish
to earn
beach mansion
suggestion
polite request
ball point pen
dog
zoo
to do something
to have a cold
stomach ache
my fiancée
to fall in love with
loft
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Deutsch

Englisch
electricity bill

Deutsch

Englisch
strict

on time

previous(ly)

to inform

exhausting

to turn off the light

quite

rubbish, garbage

exhausted

down(stairs)

to relax, to regenerate

to tell a message

I have a favour to ask

not to be successful in

a few magazines

to suffer from
I suffer from pollen
allergy.

otherwise
Lektion 58.2:

to assume

I borrow money from
my parents.

our relationship goes
well

blood count

to tackle, finish,
accomplish

treatment

acceptance, consent

to consider, observe

participation

to improve

participant

to put sth. In order

effort

chaos

exhaustion

bad breath
to express

change

apparently

accomodation,
sleepover

appointment

Lektion 58.1:

deep interest

invitation

to report

change

frequently

reaction

classmate

contact

although; present

similarity

the next table

flight

economy
business (adj.)

operation

to make an
appointment

discomfort, affliction
to treat

to participate

treatment

during weekdays

move, relocation

we go steady

Lektion 59:

to get into a
conversation with so.

actually

to accept, to agree

reality

to move in together

to continue to work

to get into contact

contract

to get along

labour contract

excursion, trip

to terminate
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to reflect, think

Deutsch

Englisch
to connect, to link

Deutsch

Englisch
stomach

to rain

to work overtime

actor / actress

unfriendly

ehough, sufficient

arrogant

talent

absolutely

household

a high salary

however, anyhow

air-conditioning

to get in the way

international

suddenly

working environment

broken

to make an
appointment

therefore

appointment

to cancel

influenza

to have a cold

to be tired, exhausted

Lektion 60.1:

rule, regulation
delay
The boss is mad.
to make a mistake
suitable
justification, reasoning
boy
neighbour
neighbourhood
to beat, to hit
vocational training
department
to transfer
to be transferred
hope
position
to prohibit
Lektion 60.2:

bicycle accident
colleague
competition
to produce, to
manufacture

to have finished work
Lektion 61:

member
to sail
surfboard
to teach
to bring your swimming
suit
together
to barbecue
to throw a party
environment
low mountain range
Spessart
in the middle of the
forest
castle
moated castle
inside (1 outside)
tour
everyday life
the Middle Ages
on time

to spend money

to apply for

appointment

the precise travel details

in a good mood

not at all

to change

to continue to study/
learn

constantly

annoying
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Deutsch

Englisch
an annoying task

Deutsch

Englisch
to mount

service, duty

to install

cleaning service

to register

to fill in for someone

air conditioning

exceptionally

because of

main dish

stomach ache

you are a dear

to be treated

to rescue
to visit, to tour
to pass an exam
to introduce
Lektion 62.1:

passive voice
contract
to sign
action
to introduce
to be introduced
to make an
appointment - made

to make a suggestion
Lektion 62.2:

potato casserole, potato
soufflé
peeling
to dice
medium-sized
rough pieces, large
pieces
rough, rude, roughly
steam sth.
to cut sth. into pieces
cut into pieces

visit; inspection;
sightseeing

broth, (soup) stock

form

to cut in half

to print - printed

to mingle, to blend

summit, peak

cup, pot, mug

in just an hour

sweet cream

to arrive - arrived

sour cream

mountaineer

mass

golden wedding

to flavour, to season

electrician

nutmeg

to greet

pepper

constant

tomato purée

praise - praised

to mix, to mingle

office supplies

also, too, as well

citizen

casserole dish

government

cheese grater

to elect - elected

to rasp, to grate

the day before yesterday

rasps

to order - ordered

pre-heated, semi-cured

to change the shape

oven, stove

to wake

to shove in

dish antenna

to spread
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to quarter

